


About Gyronimo

Gyronimo was founded in 2012 by helicopter and fixed wing pilot Claus Richter.
During his commercial check ride he realized the need for a tool to quickly
compute performance and weight & balance data to assist student and
professional pilots alike. Gyronimo’s first app was the Performance Pad for the
Robinson R44 helicopter and it was the first of its kind in the Apple App Store
and as such a world premiere. Motivated by the success and many requests by
other pilots we started to develop custom app solutions for complex aircraft and
large operators with special demands.

Today Gyronimo has released over 150 custom weight & balance and
performance apps with thousands of aircraft and pilots registered worldwide.
Our apps are assisting operators with small and large aircraft fleets and complex
equipment structures for air ambulance, law enforcement, aerial work, offshore
and onshore business operations or military setups. Among our clients are
operators such as Erickson Aircrane, Rega Air Rescue Switzerland, Los
Angeles Fire and Police Department, Maryland State Police, TOLL Australia,
Babcock, PHI Air Medical and many others. Gyronimo apps are now in use for
over 70% of all commercial helicopters in Switzerland and almost all newly
registered police helicopters in Germany. Our app solutions can be approved by
local authorities such as FAA(FSDO), CAA, FOCA or LBA to be integrated in our
clients electronic flight bags.

Our goal is to continue improving our technologies and to offer the world leading
system for preflight planning specialized on what we do best: Weight & Balance
and Performance for helicopters and fixed wing aircraft.

Gyronimo in a Nutshell:

- First app of it’s kind released in the Apple App Store in 2012
- As of 2020, more than 30,000 users registered and 250,000 apps sold
- Specialized on Weight & Balance and Performance
- Additional modules available for Risk Assessment, Documents, Dispatch
- Optional EFB approval by authorities such as FAA, CAA, FOCA, LBA
- Over 1000 professionally operated aircrafts registered worldwide
- Production of custom software solutions for the Erickson Aircrane fleet
- Custom solutions for Robinson Helicopters
- Production of animated 3D training software for helicopter aerodynamics
- Special solutions and support for flight schools
- Unique system to account for complex equipment and interior setups
- Reliable and safe server communications with optional key security
- World leading performance computation technology
- A motivated team of software engineers and aviation enthusiast positioned
around the globe in Germany, Spain, India, USA and Australia.


























